A seamless, panoramic view around your entire vehicle.

**SYSTEM INCLUDES:**
Four cameras, each with 190° wide-angle view, are combined for 360° viewing around the vehicle.

A control module, with four camera inputs and one video output, is the system’s central hub.

**FEATURES:**
- Automatic or manual triggers to activate camera(s)
- 16 possible camera views
- Custom configurations available depending upon the vehicle

**BENEFITS:**
- Prevents costly accidents by increasing driver awareness of vehicle surroundings
- Increases safety of fellow workers
- Aids in positioning of equipment on job sites

JENSEN® Multi-media Touchscreen Stereo - XRV10
(Sold separately from Voyager See360° camera system)
- 10” capacitive touchscreen
- Mechless design
- Bluetooth audio streaming and hands-free calling
- Three camera inputs with built-in triggers
- Rear HDMI/MHL connectivity

**Right-rear corner generated view with front camera view.**

**Front and rear generated views of your vehicle.**